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SYSTEM PARAMETER ESTIMATION METHODS
USING TEMPLATE FUNCTIONS

L. KEVICZKY and PHAM HUY THOA

Abstract. This paper presents a system parameter estimation method for correlated noise systems by using
template functions and conjugate equations. The so-called extended template function estimator is developed
on the basis of the conjugate equation theory. Under some weak conditions the parameter estimates obtained
with the extended template function method are asymptotically Gaussian distributed. The covariance matrix
of this distribution can then be used as a measure of the accuracy. In this paper it will be shown that
this matrix can be optimized with respect to the vector of template functions and to the prefilter and
that an optimal vector of template functions really do exist. With the optimal choice of the template
function vector and of the prefilter, the proposed extended template function estimator reduces to the optimal
instrumental variable estimator. When implementing the optimal template function method, a multistep
algorithm consisting of four simple steps is proposed to estimate the system parameters and the parameters
describing the noise characteristics.

Tom tlit. Bai nay trlnh bay mot phiro'ng ph ap danh gia thOng so h~ thong doi vo'i cac h~ on nhieu c6 ttro'ng
quan tren co- so' cac ham m~u v a cac phtrc'ng trrnh lien ho'p. Bi? danh gia dung ham mill mo' ri?ng duo c ph at
trie'n du'a treri ly thuyet cac phtro'ng trmh lien ho'p, Trong mo t so di'eu kien ygu, cac dan h gia thong s6 rih an
diro'c bang phtrc'ng ph ap ham m~u mo: rong c6 ph an bo Gauss ti~m c~n. Ma tr~n h iep bign cd a ph an bo nay
co the' dU'(?,cdung nhu' mot thtro'c do di? chirih xac , Trong bai bao nay, chung toi se chimg to ding ma tr~n
nay c6 the' du'o'c toi Ul1 h6a doi voi vecto: cac ham mill, doi voi bi? ti'en 19C va chirng minh s~' ton ta.i ciia
vecto: toi U'U cac ham m~u. VO'i viec chon toi Ul1 vecto cac ham m~u va bi? tien 19C, bi? darih gia dung cac
ham mill mo: ri?ng ducc de xuat qui ve bi? danh gia bien dung c~ toi Ul1. Khi thtrc hien phiro'ng ph ap ham
mill t6i Ul1, mot thuat gi<lj bao gom bon birc'c do'n gian da dtro'c d'e xufit de' darih gia cac thong so M th6ng
v a cac thOng so mo ta cac d~c trung cii a on nhieu.

1. INTRODUCTION

A wide variety of system parameter estimation methods can be discussed from the point of
view of functional operators working on system input/output signals. The classes of operators can
be characterised by time functions, called template functions. Based on the notions of template
functions [1], a multitude of system parameter estimation methods can be presented as a coherent
picture. Template function based identification methods can be recognized as belonging to one of
three related classes, with specific properties [2,3,8]. This leads to increased insight and to new,
practical estimation schemes, adaptable for wide variety of situations.

Based on the theory of conjugate equations, the so-called extended template function estimator
is developed in this paper. It will be shown that different system parameter estimators with specific
properties can be obtained by particular choices of the prefilter and of the template functions. The
vector of template functions and the prefilter can be chosen in many ways. They must fulfill the
regularity conditions in order to give consistent parameter estimates. The choice of the template
functions and of the prefilter will also influence the accuracy of the parameter estimates. The inter-
esting question is how to choose the template function vector and the prefilter to achieve the best
accuracy of the parameter estimates. There are different ways of expressing the....9,~cc~u~r~a~c:*=~~~
some weak conditions the parameter estimates obtained with the extended templ~'te"t¥!qt;O(t~l'O
are asymptotically Gaussian distributed. The covariance matrix of this distributi n~a.n~e.K ~I!,e
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as a measure of the accuracy. In this paper it will be shown that this matrix can be optimized
with respect to the vector of template functions and to the prefilter and that an optimal vector of
template function really do exist. With the optimal choice of the template function vector and of
the prefilter, the proposed extended template function estimator reduces to the optimal instrumental
variable estimator presented in [6].

The optimal vector of template functions and the prefilter will, however, require the knowledge of
the true system dynamics and also the statistical properties of the noise. To cope with this problem,
a multistep algorithm consisting of four simple steps is then proposed when implementing the optimal
template function method.

The paper is organized as follows. After preliminaries and some basic assumptions in Section
2, identification methods using template functions are briefly presented in Section 3. The so-called
extended template function estimator is developed in Section 4 based on the theory of conjugate
equations. The optimal template function estimator is derived in Section 5, where the optimation of
accuracy is discussed. An iterative algorithm for estimating the noise parameters is given in Section
6. A multistep procedure is proposed in Section 7. Some conclusions are given in Section 8.

2. PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

The system is assumed to be discrete-time, of finite order, and stochastic. It can be written as

B(q-1)
y(k) = At _"u(k-d)+v(k), (2.1)

where y(k) is the output at time k, u(k) is the input, v(k) is a stochastic disturbance. Further, q-1
is the backward time shift operator, d is the discrete dead time, and

A( -1) 1 -1 -2 -nq = + a1 q + a2 q + ... + ana q a,

B( -1) b b -1 b -2 b -noq = 0+ 1q + 2q + ... + noq .
(2.2)

The following standard assumptions on (2.1) will be made:
(A1) The polynomial A(z), with z being an arbitrary complex variable replacing «:', has all

zeros outside the unit circle.
(A'2) The polynomial A(z) and B(z) are coprime.
(A3) The input u(k) is persistently excitmg of order na +nb, and is independent of the disturbance

v(k) .
(A4) The disturbance v(k) is assumed to be a stationary stochastic process with rational spectral

density. It can be described as an ARMA process:

v(k) = C(q-1)
D(q-1) w(k), (2.3)

where
C( -1) 1 -1 -2 -ncq = + C1q + C2q + ... + Cnc q ,

D( -1) 1 d -1 d -2 d -n<lq = + 1q + 2q + .. + n<l q ,
(2.4)

and w(k) is white noise with zero mean and variance )..2.

The following assumption is added on (2.4):
(A5) The polynomials C(z) and D(z) are coprime.

If the degrees nc and nd are chosen to be unnecessary large, then this assumption is always fulfilled.
The overall system description then becomes

B(q-1) C(q-1)
y(k) = A(q-1) u(k - d) + D(q-1) w(k). (2.5)

The system (2.5) can be written as
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A(q-l)y(k) = B(q-1)U(k - d) + r(k),
r(k) = H(q-1)W(k)'

(2.6a)

(2.6b)

where H (q-1) is a finite order filter, H (q-l) as well as H-1 (q-1) are asymptotical stable

H( -1) = A(q-l)C(q-1)
q D(q-1)' (2.7)

For k = 1, ... , N, the system equation (2.6) can be written in the vector/matrix form:

Ay=Bu+r, (2.8)

where
r=Hw

y = [y(l), ... , y(N)f
u = [u(l - d)' ... , u(N - d)]T
r = [r(l), ... , r(N)]T

and
A = I + alS~ + + anaS';;,
B = boI + blS~ + + bnbS';!.

Here, S~) denotes the TOEPLITZ shift matrix [4].
Denote the noise-free part of the output by x(k), then

(2.9)

Introduce the following vectors of delayed input and output values

tp(k) = [-y(k - 1), , -y(k - na), u(k - d - 1), , u(k - d - n,,)]T,

Ij}(k) = [-x(k - 1), , -x(k .:....na}, u(k - d - 1), , u(k - d - nb)]T.
(2.10)
(2.11)

Introduce also the following parameter vectors, which describe the system transfer function as well
as the noise correlation:

0* = [al, ... ,ana, bo, ,bn,,]T,

fJ* = [Cl,""Cn" d1, ,dn,I]T.
(2.12)

Using the assumptions (A1) - (A3), it can be shown that

Etp(k)tpT (k) 2: EIj}(k)Ij}T (k) = EIj}(k)tpT (k) = Etp(k)Ij}T (k),
EIj}( k )Ij}T (k) > 0,

(2.13)
(2.14)

i.e., that the difference Etp( k )tpT (k) - EIj}( k )Ij}T (k) is non-negative definite and the matrix EIj}( k )Ij}T (k)
is positive definite.

3. TEMPLATE-FUNCTION-BASED IDENTIFICATION METHODS

A wide variety of system parameter estimation methods can be discussed from the point of view
of functional operators working on the system input/output signals. The classes of operators can
be characterized by time functions, called template functions [1]. In the discrete-time case, these
operators can be described by

(3.1)

where p(k) is the template function and (-, ')'J/N denotes the inner product in ~N.
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For the system to be considered, it follows that

J[y(k)] = J[~T (k)O] + J[e(k)], (3.2)

where e(k) is the equation error and 0 is the estimate of fJ.
Let us use m operators (3.1) that are different in the sense that the corresponding template

functions pj(k), f = 1, ... , m, are linearly independent, i.e., that they span an m-dimensional space

i["] = [Jl[], ': ,Jrn[ ]]T. (3.3)

If m is chosen to be equal to rI4J = na + ru, + 1, i.e., there are many operators as there are parameters
to be estimated, and if let the role of template functions pj(k) be played by P, a matrix of the same
dimension as ,p, then, along the line given before, we have

IT IT' ITNP y - NP ,p(y, u)O = NP e. (3.4)

Here, P is called the template function matrix.
1

It is recognized that e is unobservable, and under certain conditions NPT e can be chosen to be equal

to 0 [2]. Then, it follows from Eq, (3.4) that

pT y = pT ,p(y, u)O. (3.5)

Consequently, the template function estimator can be written as
, [.•.•r ]-1 TOTF=r-tfJ(y,u) Py (3.6)

provided of course that pT tfJ is invertible.
Substitution of expression for the process output into Eq (3.6) leads to

, * [ .•.•r ]-1 TOTF = (J + r: tfJ (y, u) P T, (3.7)

from which statistical properties like (asymptotic) bias and (asymptotic) covariance can be found.
From Eq. {3.6), we obtain different parameter estimators by making particular choices of the template
function matrix P [2,3].

4. THE EXTENDED TEMPLATE FUNCTION METHOD

In this section, the so-called eztended template function estimator will be developed on the basis
of theory of conjugate equations [7,8].

Consider now the system equation (2.6), which can be rewritten as

H(q-1)W(k) = A(q-l)y(k) - B(q-1)u(k - d). (4.1)

For a moment, it is assumed that the filter H( q-1) is known a priapi, then the following estimation
model corresponding to the system (4.1) can be used:

H(q-1)c:(k) = A(q-l)y(k) - B(q-1)U(k - d),

y(k) = A(q-1)Y(k) - B(q-1)U(k - d) _.H(q-1)c:(k),

(4.2a)

(4.2b)

where A(q-l) = A(q-1) -1, H(q-1) = H(q-1) - 1and c:(k) is the prediction error

c:(k) = y(k) - Y(k). (4.2c)

Let F( q-1) denote the prefilter of the input and output data. Then the estimation model can be
extended as

F(q-l)H(q-1)c:(k) = A(q-1)yF(k) - B(q-1)uF(k - d)'

L(q-1)e(k) = yF (k) - ~~(k)O,
(4.3a)

(4.3b)
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where
L(q-i) .; F(q-i )H(q-i) = 1+ liq-i + ... + looq-OO,

yF(k) = F(q-i)y(k), uF(k) = F(q-i)U(k)' <pF(k) = F(q-i)<pT(k).

For k = 1, ... , N, it can be presented in the matrix/vector form by
_Y T'LE = Y - "'FO.

Corresponding to the functional operators J1'j[y(k)) working on the system output y(k)
N

J1'j = J1', [y(k)) = (PJ, Y)'JI.N = pJ Y = LpJ(k)y(k)'
k=i

(4.3c)

(4.4a)

the following operators Jl'j[y(k)) working on the model output y(k) are used:
N

JPj = Jp,!y(k)) = (PJ'Y)~RN =pJfJ= LpJ(k)y(k),
k=i

(4.4b)

where pJ(k), j = 1, ... , m, are the template functions and p(k) = [pi (k), ... , Pm(k)]T is called the
vector of template functions. .

In the matrix/vector form, the functional operators (4.4_a) and (4.4b) can be described by

i= [J1'" ... ,J1'ml
T

=pTy,
-, [' ']T T,1= J1'""" J1'~ = P u.

Introduce the conjugate equations corresponding to Eq. (4.3b):

L*<p;(k) = gJ(k)' k = N, ... , 1, j = 1, ... , m,

(4.4c)

(4.4d)

(4.5a)

where L * is the conjugate operator corresponding to L( q-i), g] (k) are time functions, <pi (k) are called

the conjugate functions and the vector of conjugate functions is denoted by p* (k) = [<p~(k), ... , <p;'"(k) f
The conjugate equations corresponding to Eq, (4.3c) are:

L*p;. = gJ, j = 1, ... , m (4.5b)

or
L*</1*= G, (4.5c)

where L* is the conjugate operator of Land </1* = [p~, ... ,p;"').

Lernrna 1.

a) The conjugate operator for scalar polynomials is

Conj [P(q-l)] = p(q-i~q) = P(q). (4.6a)

b) The conjugate operator for matrices is

ConHp(S)] = p(S~ST) = p(ST) = P", (4.6b)

Using Lemma 1, it follows from Eq. (4.5a) that

L(q)<pj(k) = gJ(k), k = N, ... , 1, J' = 1, ... , m, (4.7a)

where
L(q) = 1 + llq + .. + looqoo, <pj(N + 1) = <pj(N + 2) = ... = 0,

p*(k) = [<p~(k),,,,,<p:n(k)]T,

and from Eqs. (4.5b) and (4.5c) that

(4.7b)
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LT q,* = G. (4.7c)

Theorem 1. Let <Pj(k) be the solution of the conjugate equation (4.5a) with gJ(k) = pJ(k) and 8Jpj

denote the variations of the functional operators given by Eq. (4.4). Then, the following relation holds
N N

8Jpj = L pJ(k)c(k) = L cp;(k) [yF (k) - IPJ;(k)O], (4.8a)
k=1 k=l

where 8JpJ = JPJ - }PJ .

The proof of Theorem 1 is given in the Appendix.

For J' = 1, ... , m, and k = 1, ... , N, Eq. (4.8a) can be written in the form:

5j = q,*T [yF - "F (y, u)O] , (4.8b)

where 5j = j -'].and q,* = [IP~, ... ,IP;;'].
As q,* is independent of 0, the identification problem can be solved by using the following criterion:

v = 5FQlij = IIt IP* (k) [yF (k) - IP~ (k)O] [. (4.9)

Note that in (4.9) Q is a symmetric positive definite matrix.
Minimizing of the loss function V results in

0=
N N -1 N N

[(L IPF (k)IP*T (k) )Q( L IP* (k)IPJ;(k))] [( L IPdk)IP*T (k) )Q( L IP* (k)yF (k))], (4.10a)
k=1 k=1 k=1 k=1

o = [("J; (y, u)q,*)Q(q,*T t/Jdy, u)) r1[ (,,~ (y, u)q,*)Q(~*T y) ] . (4.1Ob)

It should be stressed here that 0 is a consistent estimate of ()*, i.e. iJ converges with probability
1 (w.p.1) to (J* as N tends to infinity, if the matrix

1 N
lim - '" *(k) T(Nv-+cx» N LIP IPF k)

k=1
(4.11a)

exists and is nosingular (w.p.1) and if

N

lim ~ L IP* (k)rF (k) = 0 w.p.1,
N~oo N

k=1
(4.11b)

where rF(k) = F(q-1)r(k).
It is well-known that (4.11a) and (4.11b) are sufficient conditions for consistency. Under fairly

general assumptions the limits and the summations in Eqs. (4.11a) and (4.11b) can be substituted
with expectations [5]. Consequently the Eqs. (4.11a) and (4.11b) become

EIP*(k)IPJ;(k) ~R has rank (na + nb + 1),

E<p*(k)rF(k) = O.

(4.12a)

(4.12b)

The estimator given by Eq. (4.10) is called the extended template [unction. estimator. By making
particular choices of the tern plate function vector p( k) and of the prefilter F (q - t) different estimators
can be obtained [8]. Under the following various assumptions, the general estimator (4.10) reduces
to some well-known estimation schemes.
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i) With m = (na + nb + 1), F(q-l) = 1, p(k) = H(q)p(k), p(k) being a template function vector,
(Q being irrelevant) it reduces to the basic template function method [3,8].

ii) With m = (na + nb + 1), F(q-l) = 1, p(k) = H(q)z(k), z(k) being an vector of instruments,
(Q being irrelevant) it reduces to the ordinary instrurnent.al variable method [5,6,9].

iii) With m = (na + ru, + 1), F( q-l) = H-1 (q-l), p(k) = z(k), z(k) being an vector of instruments,
(Q being irrelevant) it is an instrumental variable method with prefiltered data [9].

iv) With Q = I, F(q-l) = H-1(q-l), p(k) = H-1 (q-l )p(k), it is the optimal instrumental variable
method [5,6].

In the forthcoming analysis it is assumed that the vector of template functions p( k) can be chosen
such that the vector of conjugate functions tp* (k) is independent of the disturbance r(t) for k :::::t.
As the most common template functions used in practice are chosen to be linearly dependent on
the input signal, the above assumption is trivially fulfilled. Note that due to this assumption the
consistency condition (4.12b) is automatically satisfied, and that the matrix R in Eq. (4.12a) becomes

R = Etp* (k)p~(k).

The results (4.12) and (4.13) will occasionally be referred in the following sections.

(4.13)

5. THE OPTIMAL TEMPLATE FUNCTION ESTIMATOR

The vector of template functions p(k) and the prefilter F( q-l) can be chosen in many ways. They
must fulfill the regularity conditions given in (4.12) in order to give consistent parameter estimates.
The choice of the template functions and of the prefilter will also influence the accuracy of the
parameter estimates. The interesting question is how t,o choose the template function vector p(k)
and the prefilter F (q-l) to achieve the best accuracy of the parameter estimates. There are different
ways of expressing the accuracy. Under some weak conditions the parameter estimates obtained with
the extended template function method are asymptotically Gaussian distributed. The covariance
matrix of this distribution can then be used as a measure of the accuracy. In this section it will be
shown that this matrix can be optimized with respect to the vector of template functions p(k), to
the prefilter F( q-l) and to the matrix Q. The asymptotic distribution of the parameter estimates
obtained is given in the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Consider the system described by Eqe. (2.1)- (2.4) and the extended template function
estimator given by Eq. (4.10). Lettp*(k) be the vector of conjuqaie functions satisfY2'ng the conju.qate
equation. (4.7a) with g(k) = p(k). Assume that (AI) - (A4) and (4.12) - (4.13) are satisfied. Then the
estimate 0 is asymptotically Gaussian distributed with

m(o - 0*)/)" ~ .AI (0, P), (5.1)

where P is the covariance matrix given by

P=P(p,F,Q)

= (fiT QR)-l RT Q[EF(q-l )H(q-l )tp* (k)F(q-l )H(q-l)tp.T (k)]QR(RTQR)-l (5.2)

and where R is defined in (4.13).

The theorem is proved following the method of proof of Theorem 4.1 in [6].

Next, it is interesting to find the optimal variables pO(k), FO(q-l) and QOof the template function
vectorp(k), of the prefilter F(q-l) and of the matrixQwhich give the maximum achievable accuracy.
In other words, the variables pO(k), FO(q-l) and QO have to be found such that

P(p°,Fo,QO) ~P(P,F,Q) (5.3)

for all p(k), F(q-l) and Q fulfilling the required conditions. The relation (5.3) means that the
difference P(P, F, Q) - P(p°, FO,QO) is nonnegative definite.
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This optimation problem can be solved by using the following theorem.

'I'heor-em 3. Consider the covariance matrix P(P, F,Q) given by (5.2). Assume that (AI) - (A4) and
(4.12) are satisfied. Then

P(P,F,Q) 2: E[P(k)pT(k)rl, (5.4)

where fJ(k) = H-1(q-l )p(k) and the vector p(k) is defined by Eq. (2.11). Moreover, equality in (5.4)
holds if and only ifp(k) = (RTQ)-lKfJ(k), where K is a constant and nonsingular matrix and p(k)
denotes the vector of template functions defined in (4.4).

Proof. Note that the inverse in (5.4) exists since A(z) and B(z) are coprime and u(k) is persistently
exciting of order (na + nb + 1), d. (A2), (A3) and (2.14). Introduce the notation a(k) = RTQp(k).
Then it can be written

RT QR = RTQEp* (k)F(q-l )v:,T (k) = RTQEp* (k)F(q-l )pT (k)

= RTQEp* (k)L( «: )H-1 (q-l)pT (k) = RT QE[ L(q)p* (k)] [H-1(q-l )pT (k)]
= RTQEp(k)fJT(k). = Ea(k)fJT(k)

and

RT Q[ EF(q-l )H(q-l)p* (k)F(q-l )H(q-l )p*T (k)]QR =

= RT Q[EL(q-l)p* (k)L( «:' )p*T (k)]QR = RT Q{ E[p* (k)L( q-l)] L(q-l)p*T (k) }QR

= RT Q[ E(L(q)p* (k)) L(q-l )p*T (k)]QR = RTQ[Ep(k)L(q-l )p*T (k)]QR

= RT Q[ E(p* (k)L( q-l )pT (k)) T]QR = RTQ[ E(L(q)p* (k)pT (k))T]QR

= RTQ[E(p(k)pT (k))T]QR = RTQ[Ep(k)pT (k)]QR = Ea(k)aT (k).

Thus, Eq. (5.2) can be rewritten as

Pip, F,Q) = [Ea(k)pT (k)r1 [Ea(k)aT(k)] [EfJ(k)aT (k)r1
. (5.5)

Since the matrix Q is assumed to be positive definite and R of full rank it follows that the matrix P
given by Eq. (5.5) is positive definite. Therefore, the relation (5.4) implies

Since

EfJ(k)fJT(k) - [EfJ(k)aT(k)][Ea(k)aT(k)]-l[Ea(k)fJT(k)] 2: O.

E [fJ(k)] [fJT(k)aT (k)] > 0a(k) - ,

(5.6)

(5.7)

it follows easily that (5.6) is true.
If a(k) = KfJ(k), with K nonsingular, then equality holds in (5.6). Conversely, if equality holds, then
a(k) = KfJ(k) with

K= [EfJ(k)aT(k)][Ea(k)aT(k)]-l. (5.8)

Replacing a(k) = RTQp(k) implies Theorem 3 has been proved.

It follows from Theorem 3 that with K = RTQ the optimal vector of the template function to be
found is

pO(k) = H-1(q-l)p(k). (5.9)

This means in particular that the dimension of the template function vector is equal to the number of
the system parameter to be estimated, i.e., m = (na + nb + 1). Then the matrix Q does not influence
the corresponding estimate (4.10). In the following it will be taken as the unit matrix QO = 1.

With QO = I and with p* (k) satisfying the required assumptions mentioned above, the extended
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template function estimator (4.10) reduces to

0= [ tV.? (k)pF(k) r1

[ t p* (k)yF (k)].
, k=l k=l

(5.10)

Now, consider the conjugate equation (4.7a) with g(k) = pO(k)
rewritten as

L(q)p*(k) = H-1(q-l)p(k)' (5.11)

where L(q) = 1+11q+,+I,x,q'''', p*(N+1) =p*(N+2) = .. =0, p*(k) = [<p~(k),,,,,<p:n(k)lT.
This equation gives the condition for obtaining the lower bound (5.4) of the covariance matrix. It
may have several solutions p* (k) depending on the prefilter F( q-l). Two convenient solutions are
given in the following propositions.

Proposition 1. With the choice F? (q-l) = H-1 (q-l), the conjuqate equation (5.11) does have the
solution given by

(5.12)

Proof. With F? (q-l) = H-1 (q-l), it follows that

Ld~-l) = F~(q-l)H-l(q-l) = 1.

According to Lemma 1 the conjugate operator is
Ll(q) = 1.

Thus, (5.12) is the solution of Eq. (5.11).

It is clear that with the prefilter F~ (q-l) and the solution p~° (k), the consistency conditions
(4.12) are satisfied and the matrix R defined in (4.13) is positive definite.

Corresponding to the optimal choice of the template function vector pO (k) and the prefilter
F?(q-l), the system parameter estimate (5.10) can be shown to be the following:

(5.13)

Proposition 2. With the choice F~(q-l) = I, the solution of the conjugate equation (5.11) is given
by

(5.14)

Proof. With F~(q-l) = 1, the operator L2(q-l) is

L2(q-l) = F~(q-l)H(q-l) = H(q-l).

Using Lemma 1 the conjugate operator is found to be

Thus, (5.14) is the solution of Eq. (5.11).

Corresponding to the optimal choice of pO (k) and F~ (q-l), the following system parameter
estimate is obtained from Eq. (5.10).

fJ~ = [tH-1(q)H-1(q-l)p(k)pT(k)r1 [t H-1(q)H-1(q-l)p(k)Y(k)] (5.15)
k=l k=l
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Remark 1. The estimate (5.13) is identical with the optimal instrumental variable estimator proposed
in 15,6). The optimal instruments chosen by that method can be seen as the solution of the conjugate
equation (5.11) with the optimal template function vector pO (k) and the prefilter F~ (q-l).

Remark 2. Both the prefilter and the vector of template functions demand the knowledge of the true
system parameters which are unknown a priori. Fortunately, it is possible to adaptively update these
estimates as the estimation continues.

Remark 3. It is worth noting that there is no need to use additional template functions, i.e. to take
the dimension of the template function vector larger than the number of the system parameters to
be estimated, as far as optimal accuracy is concerned.

Remark 4. The first optimal estimate (5.13) relies heavily on the existence of a prefilter, while the
second optimal estimate (5.15) does not require this. The computation of (5.15) requires both forward
and backward filtering operations. However, the estimate (5.15) is not more involved computationally
than (5.13).

6. ESTIMATION OF THE NOISE PARAMETER VECTOR

The parameter vector P* of the ARMA noise model C and D given by Eq. (2.3) can be estimated
by reference to v(k), the estimated value of the disturbance v(k) in (2.1). Instead of (2.3) we will use
the following ones:

Cw=DV, (6.1)

where v can be computed by
A A -1 A

v=y-A Bu. (6.2)

Let us use the noise estimation model corresp onding Eq. (4.22):

Ce = iJv , (6.3)

where e is the prediction error.

As v is a consistent estimate of the output error, a consistent estimate jJ of the noise parameters
P* can also be obtained. The estimate jJ can be found by applying the variational and conjugate
equation methods presented in 17). This method leads to the following iterative algorithm:

jJi+l =jJi - ["{p,(?,vFh~o,p,(EF,vF)r1,pr.p,(?,vF)co,p" (6.4)

where ,po,p, (?,vF) [
1 F ncF 1AF ndAF] F_A-1 AF_A-1A- 8NC , ... , -8 N C ,8NV , ... ,8N v .., C - C e , v - C v.

D,{J,

7. A MULTISTEP ALGORITHM

On the basis of the results presented in the previous sections, a multistep algorithm for the
parameter identification of the overall system (2.5) can be now proposed. It can be described simply
in the following manner:

Step 1. The parameters of the polynomials A and B in the basic system model (2.1) are estimated
using the solution (3.6). By choosing the template function matrix P a consistent estimate iJ is
obtained.

Step 2. Given the estimate iJ from Step 1, an estimate v of the noise v is computed as in Eq. (6.2)
and the parameters of the ARMA noise model are estimated by reference to v using the iterative
algorithm (6.4). As the result a consistent estimate jJ can also be obtained.
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Step 3. Compute the optimal template function vector (5.9) using iJ from Step 1 and jJ from Step
2, solve the conjugate equation (5.11) with a particular choice of the prefilter and compute then the
estimate ofO' by Eq. (5.10). As the result the optimal estimate OaPT ofO' is obtained.

Step 4. Using. OaPT from Step 3 in the computation of v by Eq. (6.2), Step 2 can be repeated. It
could be expected that the estimate jJ in Step 4 will be more accurate than that of Step 2.

Remark 5. An algorithm very closely related to the multistep procedure was presented III [5,6].
In that algorithm 0 is computed by an arbitrary instrumental variable method in Step 1 and jJ is
determined in Step 2 by the extended matrix method or by the prediction error method. Step 3 in
the multistep algorithm proposed above is more general than that given in [5,6]. They are identical
only for a particular choice of the prefilter (see Proposition 1 and (5.13)).

8. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have developed a new parameter estimator for correlated noise systems by using
template functions and conjugate equations. The so-called extended template function estimator has
been developed on the basis of the conjugate equation theory. The parameter estimates obtained
with such extended template function methods are proved to be Gaussian distributed under some
weak conditions. The covariance matrix of this distribution is given explicitly and it used as measure
of the accuracy. It has been shown that this matrix can be optimized with respect to the vector of
template functions and to the prefilter and that an optimal vector of template functions really do
exist. With the optimal choice of the template function vector and of the prefilter, the proposed
extended template function estimator reduces to the optimahnstrumental variable estimator. The
optimal template function vector and prefilter obtained depend upon the unknown system dynamics
and noise characteristics. Some approximate schemes must therefore be used when implementing the
optimal template function method. A multistep algorithm consisting of four simple steps has been
proposed to estimate the system parameters and the parameters describing the noise characteristics.

APPENDIX

Proof of Theorem 1

Multiplying both sides of (4.3b) with 'Pj (k) and of (4.h) with c( k), subtracting one from another
and summing the final result from k = 1 to N one obtains from the left-hand side according to the
definition of the conjugate operators

N N

L'Pj(k)L(q-l)c(k) - LL(q)'Pj(k)c(k) = 0
k=l k=l

(9.1)

and from the right-hand side

N N N N

L'Pj(k) [yF(k) -lPF,(k)O] - L9;(k)c(k) = L'Pj(k) [yF(k) -lPF,(k)O] - Lp;(k)c(k). (9.2)
k=l k=l k=l k=l

It follows from (9.1)' (9.2) and (4.4) that

N

Up) - L'Pj(k)[yF(k) -lPF,(k)O] = O.
k=l

(9.3)

Eq. (9.3) implies Theorem 1 has been proved.
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